Removing two coats of blond varnish from the
upper and lower kitchen cabinets without
harming the adjacent wallpaper.

BEFORE

Step 1: Phase 1 Paste
Step 2: Phase 2 Liquid

STAR 10

PAINT STRIPPER
THAT WORKS!

Step 3: Apply new finish

Lead based paint on kitchen cabinets.
AFTER

Lead based paint completely stripped
using Star 10 Paint Stripper.
Distributed by:

†

¢

•PH neutral means it needs no neutralization

HOW to make your

•10 year shelf life
•Will not freeze
•Need for sanding is minimized
•No water needed

575 W HUME AVE
MUSKEGON, MI 49444
231.830.8070 | 800.726.4319
WWW.STARTEN.COM

cabinets and doors

BEAUTIFUL

again!

Removing old finishes from doors,
cabinets, hardwood floors &
anything inside without using water
1. Apply Star 10 ‘Phase 1 Paste’ the thickness
of a dime (1/16th of an inch).

† Fifteen man hours

¢

from start to finish

No Methylene Chloride, No Caustics, No Acids, No NMP

2. Let it dwell for 30 minutes.
3. Check (1 inch square) with a scraper to see
if the finish has softened the finish to the
bare wood.

BEFORE

AFTER

4. If yes, scrape/remove the softened finish
from the wood surface.
5. If no, let it dwell another 15 to 30 minutes &
check again. Remember the dwell time when
completing the rest of the project.
6. Keep in mind that all finishes require
different dwell times. Some two part finishes
may require 7 - 8 hours to dwell.
7. After removing the bulk of the softened
finish you will have a small amount of
residue on the wood to remove to 100%
clean wood, metal or fiberglass.
8. To remove the last bit of residue, use ‘Star 10
Phase 2 Liquid’. Using a trigger spray
HDPE plastic bottle, apply the ‘Phase 2
Liquid’ so the surface is completely wet &
onto a maroon scotch-brite pad. Agitate/
massage the residue with the maroon scotchbrite pad until the surface is clean. Wipe
with an absorbent rag, like a terry cloth
towel, before it evaporates. You can put a
new finish on the surface now.
Star 10 ‘Phase 2 Liquid’ is the same as the Star
10 ‘Phase 1 Paste’ without the thickening

agent.
Buy a quart & do a test!

This entire entrance was stripped 100% to bare wood (no damage to patina) using
Star 10 ‘Phase 1 Paste’ and Star 10 ‘Phase 2 Liquid’ stripping products. The doors
were then refinished with two coats of marine varnish in a total of 15 man hours.
Please check out our website, www.starten.com,
for a how-to video on stripping cabinets & doors.

